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Products and services
The latest equipment
and services, including a
noise meter for explosive
atmospheres and solutions
for hazardous substances.

An eye for sport
Protective workplace eyewear that can
also be worn during challenging sports
such as cycling and skiing has been
launched by Uvex.
The Sportstyle wraparound-style
glasses have tough industrial safety
features to protect the eyes and a
lightweight design to ensure wearer
comfort. The lens design and shape
provide wide peripheral vision for
the wearer; and Uvex’s ‘supravision’
permanent lens coating ensures the lens
is anti-fog on the inside and scratchresistant on the outside. The lenses
also offer 100% UV protection and are
available in a grey ‘sunglare’ version for
those working in sunlight and glare.

uvex-safety.co.uk

Glove it
A heavy duty protective glove aimed at
workers in sectors such as automotive,
painting, furniture refinishing, janitorial
and agriculture has been launched by
Fortress Distribution.
The Pro Blu Mamba latex glove
features a 12 inch long cuff for extra
protection against chemicals and the
latex material makes it suitable for
work with ketones including MEK and
acetone. Manufactured from powderfree latex, the glove has a textured
grip for secure
handling and
a special
‘glide
donning’
system to
make it easier
to pull on and
off. It is supplied
in boxes of 50
and available
in sizes M, L,
and XL.

fortressdistribution.co.uk
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Noise annoys

Casella’s dBadge2 personal noise
dosimeter has been officially certified
as intrinsically safe for use in explosive
atmospheres such as those often
found in the oil and gas, chemical and
pharmaceutical industries.
Worn by employees, the device
captures noise exposure data for further
download and analysis. It is designed
to help employers comply with legal
noise exposure limits, spot noisy work
activities and areas that could pose a
risk to workers’ hearing, and decide on
appropriate noise control measures.
The monitoring results can be
displayed in line with regional or
international protocols – such as from
ISO, OSHA MSHA or ACGIH – and
more advanced models have an audio
recording function to record voice notes
and to set triggers to capture particular
noisy events. A motion sensor takes
account of the worker’s movement so
employers can check the dBadge2 has
been worn throughout a shift.
Casella’s Airwave app allows
managers to remotely start, stop or
pause a measurement run; check
measurement progress and monitor
battery life from a mobile device
without disturbing the worker. Data
recorded by the dBadge2 can also
be emailed direct to a computer for
analysis and reporting.

casellasolutions.com

Find out more:
E publications@britsafe.org

Heads up
An industrial safety helmet that complies
with multiple international standards,
making it ideal for multinational
companies with sites in different
countries, has been launched by JSP.
The Global Standard EVO5
Olympus has a robust ABS shell
and an adjustment harness to help
ensure a good fit. Wearer comfort is
enhanced by side and rear ventilation,
which reduces temperatures inside
the helmet by an average 2-3°C, and
an integrated retractable eyeshield
protects the eyes and avoids the need
for separate eyewear. Reflective strips
can be added to help ensure wearer
visibility in poor light conditions.

jsp.co.uk

You wear it well
A range of high visibility protective
clothing designed specifically for
women has been launched by Arco.
Developed in light of research
showing 15% of female construction
workers find it extremely difficult to
source protective clothing that fits
properly, the Hazardwear range is
designed to fit the contours of the female
body and the garments come in standard
women’s sizes such 8, 10 and 12.
The garments include a hi-vis jacket,
two styles of trousers, a waistcoat,
a hi-vis soft shell and two options of
polo shirt.

arco.co.uk/womenshivis

Products and services

Up on the roof
Bespoke fall protection and walkway
systems from Latchways have been
fitted to the roof of the newly refurbished
Reading station to ensure both the safety
of workers who installed the roofs and
those who will maintain them.
Equipment installer Eurosafe
Solutions selected Latchways’
ManSafe horizontal fall protection
system and WalkSafe roof walkways.
The bespoke system developed by the
two firms ensured that, as the platform
roofs were installed, workers could
navigate safely from one structure to
another. Latchways also worked with
Kalzip, the roof manufacturer, to solve
any technical challenges.
The ManSafe horizontal and inclined
fall arrest and fall restraint system can be
deployed across virtually all major roof
types and its ‘Constant Force’ post does
not damage the integrity of the roof. The
WalkSafe walkways are compatible with
all major roof types and are approved by
all major roof manufacturers.

Take 5 – hazardous substances

Take me away

A right dust-up

Waste giant Biffa has launched a
UK-wide asbestos disposal service for
business. Biffa Asbestos:
• Delivers and collects asbestos
waste containers from sites
• Disposes of all collected asbestos
at licensed plants
• Has a fleet of 200 collection
vehicles operating from 12 centres
• Allows customers to order, track
and manage collections and
disposals via an online portal.

Casella now offers personal sampling
pumps that monitor exposure to
harmful dust. The Apex2 pumps:
• Are unobtrusive to the wearer
• Feature a motion sensor that
records data to confirm whether
the pump has been worn
• Can be remotely controlled from a
smartphone or tablet.

biffa.co.uk

Time to train

casellasolutions.com

Take a deep breath
Scott Safety has launched a powered
air respirator designed to prevent
the wearer inhaling harmful airborne
contaminants such as dusts and
fumes. The Proflow 2 SC 160:
• Offers an air flow rate of 160 litres
per minute
• Provides a reduced respiratory
burden.

scottsafety.com

Arm yourself
latchways.com

Seeing is believing
Midlothian Council has installed safety
cameras from Sentinel Systems on
its new fleet of food waste collection
vehicles to help prevent collisions with
pedestrians, cyclists and other vehicles.
The cameras beam pictures from
the front, rear and side of the vehicle
to an in-cab monitor, providing a visual
warning of any obstructions or dangers
and making it easier to manoeuvre. A
video recording device also enables the
fleet operator to monitor road risks and
driver behaviour and defend against
‘crash for cash’ claims.

reversewithsafety.com

Develop Training now offers on-site
training on safe working in confined
spaces via a mobile unit. The unit:
• Reproduces confined space
hazards found in various industrial
environments, such as water tanks,
air conditioning infrastructures and
chemical vats
• Can be used for a wide range of
confined space training, from
introductory confined space
entry courses to supervisory and
emergency rescue instruction
• Offers accredited training through
City & Guilds, for National
Classification 1-4.

developtraining.co.uk

An extraction arm with pivotal hood
to capture dust and fume from
activities such as grinding, welding
and soldering has been launched by
Impact Technical Services. The GRAM
Pivotal Extraction Arm and Hood:
• Features an extra wide tilting
and revolving pivotal hood of
300 x 1,500mm
• Has a total length of between 3-6m.

impacttechnicalservices.co.uk
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